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January 2021 Newsletter
We have totally updated our parts catalogue with clearer images and separating each key component
area for ease of identifying parts and ordering. Whilst it has increased the size of the catalogue, we are
sure you will find this easier to navigate and use.
There are ongoing supply chain issues with limited deliveries available (size of parcels) from Europe,
whilst we increased our stock in anticipation of Brexit there are some spares that are not currently
obtainable due to manufacturing issues linked to the pandemic, we anticipate that this will start
improving in spring.
The good news is we now have a large stock of good quality used Tanks, Mudguards and other tin ware,
please call or email us if you need any items as stock is limited on rare or hard to find parts.
New or refurbished parts in stock
The Headlamp Nacelle shell for the S2, S23, S23/2 and F has just come back into stock and has been
produced in a material similar to the original, we are pleased with the quality of this item for further
details (see page 42 item 13 in our new catalogue).

We have sourced a limited supply of refurbished 2 speed Gear and Clutch change assemblies earlier or
late type (see page 40 item 10a) in our new catalogue, these will come supplied with the handgrip of
your choice.

Emblem mounting pins and clips sets (to original specification) are now available see page 30 item 13a in
our new catalogue.

Plastic Tool box cover (for tool box S23, S23-2, F complete with screw lock) see page 30 item 14 in our
new catalogue.

Engine repair stands please email or call for further details.

Our aim is to help you get your NSU back on the road as quickly as possible by providing you with the
best selection of parts that we can offer. If a part is no longer available, we try our best to offer you a
quality substitute so you can complete the look.
We welcome your feedback and share your passion and pride.
Sue and Andy.

